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About This Game

Risky Wings is intense flying game where you score points by flying risky.
The closer (and longer) you fly to the obstacles the more points you get.

Your movement costs energy, and bumping into things costs even more. Keep an eye on your energy-level, because 'out of
energy' means 'GAME OVER'.

Levels are procedurally generated, so they're never exactly the same. Memorizing won't help (much), you need to learn to react
to situation at hand and make best choice, really fast. A single mistake (probably) won't kill you, but two mistakes in the row

will be fatal.

Chose how competitive or meditative your flight will be :

arcade — find all required rune-keys to unlock portal to the next world
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challenge — play single world for highest score combo-chain (ranked on leaderboard)

dark flight — survive to the end in (almost) complete darkness (ranked on leaderboard)

zone — never-ending zone where only way to restore energy is to score points (ranked on leaderboard)

zen — no scoring, no damage, just flight of fun and relaxation

Score for every flight earns you some experience points, and each level-up gives one upgrade-point.
Those upgrade-points can be spent for number of upgrades and unlockable moves (horizontal and vertical dodge, air-brakes

etc).
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Title: Risky Wings
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
FireVector
Publisher:
FireVector
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1

Processor: Core-i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: KB2999226 must be installed https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2999226/update-for-universal-c-
runtime-in-windows

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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risky wings. risky wingsuit

not much to it. but for 2.99 its ok. Although RPGMaker games are mostly not too good in any way, this title is
1) interesting to play
2) beautifuly drawn
3) has nice background music.

10 Amber God's descendants / 10
Go buy it.

P.s. I hope achievements would be implemented someday. Also built-in player crashes from time to time on Windows 10.. I like
this game, people dont probably read the fact that this is a STAND ALONE PACK, so why buy it if its a pack. The trainz
standalone packs dont have surveyor.. got it super cheap but like... Dont waste your time.. probably not a bad game but
unplayable without zoom control.. ALONE? hearkens back to those classic psychological horror games where you have to solve
many a puzzle while dealing with consistent scares and sounds along the way. For a game that is only priced at $2, it surprisingly
offers tons of replayability and versatility, as the game features multiple endings based on the way you play the game. For that
reason alone, ALONE? more than pays for itself. The graphical environment is very pretty for an indie game, the story is
intriguing off of the bat, and the atmosphere is genuinely spooky, but I wouldn't go so far to say that this game will give you
nightmares with the "jumpscares". Still, for the price of admission, it's definitely something to check out if you're a fan of this
genre. Here's a link to my Let's Play of the beginning of the game, let me know what you think: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BXJp7ba7TfI. If you are a decent human being, in order to like this game, you have to
ignore the fact that you play a creepy stalker who wants to ruin the marriage of a woman he has never even talked to...
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10\/10 would recommend to anyone looking for a cheap game to get MANY hours out of. Never gets old and youll never have
to worry about rage quiting. SOOOOO CHHILL...

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THIS GAME. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Strange game. I enjoyed it though. Point and
click adventure game with a few annoying little things like not being able to skip dialogue you've heard before and the main
characters tiny legs and thigh gap in the artwork and she does do some pretty messed up things to advance the plot but overall I
did enjoy it. It is definitely an intriguing story line and I can't wait for the last episode to come out I will be buying it. Overall
for this one? 6.5\/10 a not disappointing start with the potential to be a really good overall story..
\u9a97\u94b1\u7684\u73a9\u610f\uff0c\u5927\u5bb6\u4e0d\u8981\u4e0a\u5f53\uff01\uff01\uff01. It's a great effort from the
devas to make a solid puzzle game with the twist of actually aiming to die.

Although some of the levels can be completed in ways I imagine were not concieved, it's still an enjoyable game to tease your
brain with.

I recorded a video playing the game if you would like an idea of how the game plays. You can see it here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sIqRR_UyRhg. "Danger Zone" by Kenny Loggins is mostly fun to play on Bass. The parts
of the song with the most energy to it is really really simple on the Bass. However the less powerful parts are really exhausting to
play. So these two parts jump between being beginner friendly and well into intermediate difficulty.

Don't know about Guitar.. Pretty fun puzzle platformer, but as others have said no real metroidvania element here.
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